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NEW BUILD - Blyth 11m Series

Listing ID - 588086 

Description NEW BUILD - Blyth 11m Series

Length 11.00m

Beam 4.20m / 4.96m

Location ex Boatyard, UK

Broker Richard Pierrepont
richard.pierrepont@seaboatsbrokers.com
+44 7798 607 323

Price POA

 
The 11m is available as both an asymmetric hull form and the Deep Vee planing hull form. The
asymmetric has a fine forward section developing into a medium deadrise single chine form aft
allowing the vessel to plane for high speed operations. Fitted with water jets it offers extremely shallow
draft and excellent sea keeping characteristics.
The deep Vee used commonly for our general workboat application has a very fine entry which has
the design optimised for low resistance, exceptional levels of performance, economy and comfort.
 
WFSV Asymmetric Hull ‘Support 1′
LOA: 11 metres
Beam: 4.2 metres
Engines: Twin Yanmar 440hp
Speed:  34+ Knots (on water jets)
The asymmetric 11m hull is a high speed planning hull suitable for all workboat applications. With a
draft of only 0.5m this vessel is very suited to shallow water. Support 1 has been working as a WFSV
out of Grimsby transferring up to 12 technicians.
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WFSV/Survey Vessel ‘Iceni Topline’
LOA: 11 metres
Beam: 4.96 metres
Engines: Twin Iveco 400hp
Speed:  20 Knots
Based on Blyth Workcats established and well-proven design this 11 metre vessel is used for crew
transfer and survey work working mainly on the UK windfarms.
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Multi Role Vessel ‘Al Burqan’
LOA: 11 metres
Beam: 4.96 metres
Engines: Twin Iveco 370hp
Speed:  21 Knots
Based on Blyth Workcats established and well-proven design this 11 metre vessel with its large open
aft deck has been designed for cargo carrying, survey and dive operations and is currently operating
out of the Middle East.
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Recreational Craft ‘Bandit’
LOA: 11 metres
Beam: 4.96 metres
Engines: Twin Iveco 420hp
Speed:  25 Knots
Based on Blyth Workcats established and well-proven design this 11 metre vessel was built for
recreational use. The vessel sleeps 6 in three berths, has a comfortable lounge and a comprehensive
galley allowing comfortable extended cruising.
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WFSV shafts and props ‘Wildcat 1′
LOA: 11 metres
Beam: 4.96 metres
Engines: Twin Iveco 420hp
Speed:  25 Knots
Based on Blyth Workcats established and well-proven design this 11 metre crew transfer vessel was
the first of three Blyth WFSV that the client bought. The vesssel operates around the UK supporting
windfarm survey, construction and maintenance activity.
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11m – Top Cat



LOA: 11 metres  
Beam: 4.87 metres
Engines: Twin Iveco 450hp
Speed: 24.5 Knots
An 11 metre Blyth Workcat specifically equipped for charter fishing. As the name suggests, Top Cat III
is the third Blyth catamaran owned by this legendary Weymouth-based charter skipper.
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The details of all vessels are offered in good faith but we cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. Any buyer should instruct their agents, or their surveyors,
to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to sale, price change,
location or withdrawal without notice.
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